
Tabbing Systems

and setup. The KR 435 handles large 16"di-
ameter rolls and runs all major types of tabs
as well as pressure-sensitive stamps and la-
bels of various shapes and sizes.Multiple
tabs or labels can be applied in a single pass.
The KR 435 runs in line with most standard
addressing systems.

KR 565 LABEL SPLICING UNIT: De-
signed to provide nonstop, uninterrupted la-
beling when used with Kirk-Rudy tabbers.
The continuous feed dual unwind acts as a
stand-alone standard loose-loop powered
unwind unit. When the supply roll unwinds
to a certain level, a sensor activates a warning

light and signals the drive to feed the remaining labels into a holding bin.
The second roll of labels is then spliced to the end of the web as the labels
in the bin are consumed.

CONTACT: For more information, call 770-427-4203 or email sales@
kirkrudy.com.

KR565 Splicing Unit

§ Neopost USA
CATEGORY: Tabbing Systems

PRODUCT: TA-12, TA-20, TA-25, TA-30

COMPANY: Neopost USA, 478 Wheelers Farms Rd., Milford, CT
06461. Phone: 800-NEOPOST (636-7678).

TA-12: Neopost’s TA-12 tabber offers an inexpensive alternative to en-
velopes and is great for mass mailings of brochures, newsletters,double
postcards and more. The TA-12 places an adhesive tab on folded docu-
ments, often used by businesses to send advertisements and envelopes
and is great for mass mailings of brochures, newsletters, envelopes, dou-
ble postcards and more. Its built-in feeder system means easy setup and
fewer feeding issues, and its small, tabletop footprint makes it the perfect
assistant for letter shops and in-house use.

TA-20: The TA-20 tabletop tabbing system is fast and reliable, en-
abling users to place up to three tabs in a single pass — at speeds up to
20,000 pieces per hour. Perfect for processing mass mailings of bro-
chures, newsletters, double postcards and more. Neopost’s TA-20 lets
Neopost’s TA-20 lets users tab or stamp quickly and cost-effectively.
It is ideal for mid- to high-volume tabbing and direct mail preparation
in commercial printers, in-house production shops and organizations
that process mass mailings.

TA-25 MULTI-SIDE
TABBER: The TA-25
Multi-Side Tabber is the only
tabletop tabber in the world that
will simultaneously apply tabs
to the top and side of a booklet
or self-mailer. It can also apply
tabs to opposite sides of a
mailer in one pass (like the new
letter-size booklet require-
ments). The secret is in a mag-
nificent piece of engineering
that allows one of the tab appli-
cation heads to switch from
side tabbing to front tabbing.
The TA-25 has the ability to

single, double and triple
tab. It can run clear, trans-
lucent, or paper tabs or ap-
ply up to three USPS
stamps at a time. The
TA-25 offers production
single tabbing speeds of
25,000 pieces/hr and
booklet tabbing (2+1,
side-to-side) at 15,000
pieces/hr on media up to
1/4" thick. Best of all, the
TA-25 runs in-line with
Neopost’s AS-980 inkjet
address printer and
heavy-duty AS-FDR12
feeder. The intelligent interface ties the components together for max-
imum control and productivity.

TA-30: Neopost’s exclusive TA-30 heavy-duty tabletop production tab-
bing system, with high-volume production cycles, is versatile and effi-
cient, allowing users to place one, two or three tabs in a single pass — at
speeds up to 35,000 pieces per hour. Neopost’s TA-30 is ideal for pro-
cessing mass mailings such as brochures, newsletters, double postcards
and more. Now, users can tab, stamp, label or apply repositionable notes
quickly and cost-effectively. That makes the TA-30 the ultimate machine
for high volume tabbing and direct mail preparation in lettershops, mail
houses, commercial printers and organizations processing mass mailings.

CONTACT: For more information call 800-NEOPOST(636-7678) or
click www.neopostusa.com.

TA-25 Multi-Side Tabber

TA-30 Tabbing System
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§ Pitney Bowes Inc.
CATEGORY: Tabbing Systems

PRODUCT: W360 Tabber

COMPANY: Pitney Bowes Inc., 3001 Summer Street, Stamford, CT
06926-0700. Tele: 877-682-7687. Web: PitneyBowes.com

W360 MULTIFUNCTION TABBER SYSTEM: The W360
Multifunction Tabber System has some of the most advanced features for
a tabletop model and it
has the capability to
meet all the latest USPS
regulations in order to
benefit from automated
postal discounts. The
dual head tabber pro-
vides several tabbing
applications along with
a stamp affixing all in
one simple step. It's
great for tabbing news-
letters, double post-
cards, letter size book-
lets, tri-fold brochures
and other open ended
self-mailers. This sys-
tem can apply up to 3 USPS postage stamps on a self-mailer, applies
round tabs from 3/4" to 1 1/2" to the top and side of a mail piece simulta-
neously and on opposite side and handles a variety of paper stocks like

Pitney Bowes W360 Tabber System
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